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ly dear Mrs. Denison,

The towel& came before your letter and I said to

myself, how did Mrs: Denison ever find such linen »s that these days;

IT know that there is none like ih to be had in Baltimore. Then the

card explained: I shall surely enjoy theme They make it a joy to

wash dishes. The first little breaks sre just besinins to come in

the others you gave me and I was mourning theme Than you very much.

As you know I shall prize them especially for the old Lake Geneva

days.

This is Sunday and as I drove over I kept thinking how fine

it is to have susan B. She's a real joy, doesn't mind a cold mornipz

a bit. And she is 2 real help in my work. Thinks have gone better

than I dreamed this fall. ☜We have two nice things practiaeszlly done.

One of them is the first of our real physiological studies on blood.

We have been studying the effect of transfusions of blood on rabbits

and have confirmed my original theory. that the form of the cell I

discoveres last year is the stivulus for producing or rather for

calling out the new blood cells from the marrow. We have shovers

of these cells in the circulating blood .fter tronsfusion which

occur just before the numbers of new cells shoot up. This is the

xind of work that must underlie the study of leukemia. Then T

have had a ☁sonderful case of leukemia which I was asked to see at the

Hebrew Hospital where one of our graduates is director☂ I reversed

their diagnosis and have made some very interesting observations on

the case. The whole thing opens up so many things to do that I feel

thrilled all the time. Three of us are working torether, Dr.

Cunningham, Dr. Doan and I. the experiments are sa complex that it

takes three of us and a technician to do'theme <All this maxes it

very hard for me to decide whéther to go to the Rockerfeller nex
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year or not. Ioam rather inclined to stay here another year, and

then consider taking a pure research nosition instedd of going on

with the teaching. This work is so very interesting that more and

Kw
more I want my whole time for it and feel more and more like turing

A
rw

the teaching to younger people. I don't quite know. Its a hard
K

decision to make. But to come back to the car, our exneriment§

are longs and very fatimhing. I get here at the laboratory about

eight in the morning and drive at it hard all day until half past

five or six snd its pretty nice to have the car to go home in instead

of the long street car pide- ☜hen we both have to be here early

1 go out fob Dr. Cunningham. Them when the autonsics cone at night

on .the cases I have studied at the hospital its nrettyv nice to have
2

the car to ome over in. I never realized how nice it would be to

have one much 2s I have longed for one. It more than comes up to

my expectation. Tam willing to admit thet a Franklin may not he

the car for hard mouhtain climbing, but its rroat for city wor.

Was Mary more hurt in her accident than she let on to me. I
A

wag 9 little perplexed at her letter, she didn't write about it

for a week.

Affectionately,


